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Part I: • Rational Units
• Fermion gas



Cube of Physical Theories

[Г. Гамов, Д. Иваненко и Л. Ландау, ЖРФХО. Ч. Физ. 60 (1928) 13]

[G. Gamow, D. Ivanenko, L. Landau, Journal of Russian Physicochemical Society, Ser. Physics LX (1928) 13]

Gamow Ivanenko Landau

• Role of fundamental physical constants c, G, h

• Bronshtein-Zel’manov’s cube of physical theories

Bronshtein

Planck units

practical units



electrodynamic fine structure constant:

Planck constant:

Rational Units

electric charge: 

electromagnetic interaction: Coulomb law

Energy units:

(SI) (CGSE)

electromagnetic interaction:

“electron-Volts”

Atomic units

Unit of length Bohr radius

Unit of energy Rydberg (13.6 eV)

Unit of time (attosecond)

43 attoseconds: the shortest pulses of laser light yet created



solar mass:

nuclear matter density:

Nuclear units

The Yukawa potential of the strong interaction (long-range part)

Hence, the typical radius of nuclear forces is

nucleon number density:

Geometrized units

nucleon mass:

matter density: pressure:



Temperature units

Boltzmann constant



Fermionic systems

nucleons: protons and neutrons nuclear matter (Coulomb interaction is neglected)

electron electron gas 
in metals

atomic nucleus eZa

atomic core –e(Za-Z)

conductivity electrons -eZ

typical number densities 

nucleus size

Helium-3 (n p p + e +e) 5 particles with spin ½          total spin ½ liquid helium 3



Alkali atoms The ground-state electronic structure of alkali atoms is simple: all electrons but one occupy closed shells, 

and the remaining one is in an s orbital in a higher shell.

Neutral atoms contain equal 

numbers of electrons and protons, 

and therefore the statistics that an 

atom obeys is determined solely 

by the number of neutrons N: if N 

is even, the atom is a boson, and 

if it is odd, a fermion.

The nuclear spin is coupled to the 

electronic spin by the hyperfine 

interaction.



Dilute fermion gas

Let us consider a gas of neutral atoms interacting through a short-range binary 

potential.  At high enough temperatures and low enough pressures, the gas is 

dilute. 

Each atom moves as if it were essentially free, apart from infrequent collisions 

with other atoms  or with the container walls.

The system is well described by the elementary kinetic theory of gases. 

Equation for the particle distribution

p

p1

p2

p3

It displays the usual properties of a classical gas; 

the specific heat CV is temperature independent 

transition
probability

gas constant



Thermodynamics of a Fermi gas

single particle Hamiltonian

Box with periodic boundary conditions

The total wave function is a Slater determinant made up of N such plane waves. All the eigenstates of the system can be 

characterized by the distribution function nps  , which is equal to 1 if the state ps , is occupied, to zero otherwise. 

integers

one type of fermions



Pauli exclusion principle

Two identical particles with uneven spin cannot occupy simultaneously the same quantum states, i.e. have 

the same quantum numbers

m
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m
 

spin ½ particles in a box

Fermi momentum pF 
Fermi energy EF=e(pF)

Thermodynamic limit



level p

For particles with specific spin projection

degeneracy factor

Fermi-Dirac distribution function



Fermi gas at T=0

pF is the limiting momentum occupied by particles (Fermi momentum)

Fully degenerate fermion system

limiting energy (Fermi energy)

Relation between the Fermi momentum and density

electron gas in metals (Fe)

Fermi temperature



neutron matter

Energy density

Pressure

relativistic effects could be important

for the electron gas in metals (Fe)



Fermi gas at T=/=0

where

Density of states on the Fermi surface



particle density

energy density

entropy density

pressure



How to calculate integrals                                   for small temperatures? 

low temperature expansion



Gamma function:

Riemann zeta-function:



The chemical potential

We search for a solution in the form 

Fermi temperature is the criterion if the Fermi gas is degenerate or not-degenerate



The energy density



Heat capacity of the fermion gas

Heat capacity in metals has also a phonon 
contribution (oscillations of the ion lattice)

In order to separate out these two contributions it 

has become the practice to plot CV/T against T2

,

One finds g by extrapolating the CV/T curve linearly 

down to T2
 = 0, and noting where it intercepts the CV/T-

axis

In-medium “effective mass” of the electron can strongly deviates from the vacuum one!
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